Quality control in body composition measurements.
The principles of quality control (QC) are not new; they have always been with mankind. At the most fundamental level QC can be defined as a state of mind in which we continually strive to analyse what we are doing in order to produce a 'product' which our peers will judge to be 'better' . Paradoxically, this simple concept is expressed in many different ways within the multi-disciplinary team that makes up a body composition laboratory and very careful discussion is needed to ensure uniformity of technique and results. The situation is made even more difficult by the large range of equipment and techniques that are now available for the measurement of body composition. It is necessary to have a detailed understanding of the equipment and techniques and to have good communication within the group of workers. Good communication is essential to ensure that all members of the group have a clear understanding of the relevant guidelines and principles of QC and measurements, and to ensure that they are applied consistently throughout all the work of the laboratory. A detailed understanding of the equipment is necessary in order to define and implement simple tests that will monitor the most sensitive or troublesome features without imposing an undue burden upon the operator. There is a need for such tests to be automated as much as possible and, in general, there is a need for a more professional approach to the analysis of error and its propagation throughout an experiment. Inter comparisons of results between centres is a logical, but generally difficult requirement and some of the problems that arise would be simplified if equipment designs were more standardized. Finally, all these requirements need to be achieved within an environment that is continually changing with respect to the aims of the laboratory and the funding bodies.